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1- Implementation
• Read First (this document) with 12 pages 

of teacher notes for how to implement 
this curriculum
– Includes links to YouTube video lectures for 

each set of PowerPoint notes on page 15

• Lab Details – 8 additional pages with tips 
for setting up the labs

• Distance Learning Tips
• NGSS Alignment Overview
• Unit Plans for CP and Honors, both 50-

minute and 90-minute (block) pacing + 
editable versions

• How to Write a Great Study Guide pdf

2-Packets
• Two packets, differentiated 

for CP (33 pages) and 
Honors (45 pages), of all 
student handouts for the 
entire unit including: 
– Cornell note outlines, 

activities, labs, projects, 
and practice

• Packet answer keys
• 4-page guide to accessing 

and using the paperless 
digital version of the 
packets through Google 
Drive™

3-Notes
• Concept 1 CP Notes: Principles of Natural Selection 

– 16 slide ppt
• Concept 1 Honors Notes: Principles of Natural 

Selection – 41 slide ppt
• Concept 2 CP and Honors Notes: Patterns of 

Evolution – 9 slide ppt
• Concept 3 CP and Honors Notes: Evidence of 

Evolution – 10 slide ppt
• Concept 4 CP and Honors Notes: Phylogeny – 10 

slide ppt

**All ppts have editable text and are fully animated in 
presenter mode**

4-Activities
• Excel spreadsheet 

for collecting class 
lab data

• 6 QR-Code based 
evolution station 
cards + editable 
version

• 7 station cards for 
the phylogenetic 
tree stations 
activity

• Research and 
Report activity 
slides

5-Assessments
• HWE Quiz – Honors only
• Unit 6 Test CP – Versions A and B (Multiple choice rearranged)

– 6 page test of multiple choice and open response + 2 page answer sheet

• Unit 6 Test Honors – Versions A and B (Multiple choice rearranged)
– 6 page test of multiple choice and open response + 3 page answer sheet

*All assessments come with an editable version and detailed answer key*
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Teacher Notes:

Overview: 

This unit is designed to be everything you need to teach an evolution unit in a high school 
Biology 1 course. Content covered includes: history of evolutionary theory, principles of 
natural selection, modes of selection, mechanisms that drive microevolution, genetic 
equilibrium, Hardy-Weinberg calculations (honors only), patterns of evolution, evidence of 
evolution, and phylogenetic trees.  This product includes PowerPoint notes (with 
corresponding lecture videos), a packet of student handouts for all activities, labs, and 
practice, a quiz, and unit tests.  Everything is provided for two levels – CP (College Prep, or 
“on grade level”) and Honors (advanced).  The student packets also come in paperless 
digital versions that can be used in Google Drive™ and/or Microsoft OneDrive™.  

Packet instead of Interactive Notebook:

I started creating packets for my students over six years ago, and I love them so much more 
than interactive notebooks. While interactive notebooks are great resources that work for 
many teachers, I have found the packet strategy to be a more appropriate tool for using in 
the secondary classroom setting with my students.  I love using the packet for many reasons:

1. I only have to make copies one time each unit instead of copying handouts every day.  
Even though it takes a while to copy the packets for each student, it saves so much time 
on a day to day basis.  (Also I’ve often recruited seniors to be my “Teacher’s Aide” and 
have trained them to copy all of my packets for me.  I haven’t seen a copier in YEARS and 
it’s glorious!) You can also now go DIGITAL and PAPERLESS with the Google Drive™ version 
of the packet, if you prefer! 

2. It puts responsibility back on the students to maintain their biology binder with their 
packet, while also aiding them in practicing organization skills.  It has been incredibly 
effective for my lower level students especially.  Even though it is a lot of papers to receive 
at once, I can watch them put it in their binder and leave it there, rather than having to 
hang on to numerous individual papers passed out each day.  It has really eliminated the 
need for a textbook too, so students really only have to remember to bring ONE thing to 
class – their binder with their packet!

3. It makes it so easy to be absent last minute. If you or your child gets sick, sub plans are a 
breeze.  You don’t have to send your teacher neighbor to make copies for you – because 
your students already have everything they need.  You just have to tell the sub which 
pages the students need to work on for the day.  It was especially helpful for my long-term 
substitute when I was on maternity leave!

4. The structure of the packet provides a more helpful method than interactive notebooks in 
preparing students for college – which should be one of our goals as high school teachers.  
The packet helps students learn how to structure notes (one of the reasons why I love 
teaching them how to write Cornell notes) and how to stay organized.

5. They are a time saver in so many ways – no more time wasted regularly passing out 
handouts or having to cut and paste things into a notebook. 

6. Students do a better job keeping up with returned graded work because every page is 
numbered, so they can put graded assignments right back into the packet where it came 
from, setting them up to more likely refer back to graded work as they study.

7. You no longer need a filing cabinet – you can keep all of your curriculum and keys 
organized into easy to grab binders!  See picture on page 15.
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In short…
The best statistical evidence I have in support of why I love the packet strategy so much is that I had a 
96% pass rate on my state’s standardized End-of-Course Biology exam for non-Honors students and a 
100% pass rate for Honors students, using this same strategy in my Biology 1 course.  This was at a South 
Carolina public school with over 50% of the students being below the poverty line.  My average score 
on the EOC (all 200+ students combined that I taught during my time there) was a 90%.  I believe this 
success is due to multiple factors, but I attribute a lot of it to the packet-based curriculum I have 
designed.  Honestly, I could go on and on about the packet as an organizational resource and why I 
love it so much, but I think you will find that you feel the same if you choose to test it out!

Next Generation Science Standard Alignment:
This unit covers content related to the following NGSS Standards:
• HS-LS3-2. Make and defend a claim based on evidence that inheritable genetic variations may 

result from: (1) new genetic combinations through meiosis, (2) viable errors occurring during 
replication, and/or (3) mutations caused by environmental factors. 

• HS-LS4-1. Communicate scientific information that common ancestry and biological evolution are 
supported by multiple lines of empirical evidence. 

• HS-LS4-2. Construct an explanation based on evidence that the process of evolution primarily 
results from four factors: (1) the potential for a species to increase in number, (2) the heritable 
genetic variation of individuals in a species due to mutation and sexual reproduction, (3) 
competition for limited resources, and (4) proliferation of those organisms that are better able to 
survive and reproduce in the environment. 

• HS-LS4-3. Apply concepts of statistics and probability to support explanations that organisms with 
an advantageous heritable trait tend to increase in proportion to organisms lacking this trait. 

• HS-LS4-4. Construct an explanation based on evidence for how natural selection leads to 
adaptation of populations. 

• HS-LS4-5. Evaluate the evidence supporting claims that changes in environmental conditions may 
result in: (1) increases in the number of individuals of some species, (2) the emergence of new 
species over time, and (3) the extinction of other species.

You can find more information about the incorporation of the crosscutting concepts, science and 
engineering practices, and suggestions for teaching with phenomena in the “NGSS Alignment” 
document in the Implementation folder.

Prior Knowledge: 
This is the sixth unit I teach in Biology, so I would expect students to have prior knowledge on topics 
covered covered in my Biology Basics unit (including basic lab equipment, safety, measurement, 
experimental design, water properties, and macromolecules), my Cells unit (including cell theory, 
organelles, transport, mitosis and cancer), my Energy Flow unit (including enzymes, ATP, trophic 
pyramids, photosynthesis, and cellular respiration), my Genetics unit (including DNA structure and 
replication, protein synthesis, and meiosis), and my Heredity unit (including inheritance patterns, 
Punnett squares, mutations, pedigrees, and biotechnology.)

When to use: 
This is designed to be the sixth (and 2nd to last) core unit in my biology course, but it doesn’t have to 
be in yours.  I believe the resources I have provided in this product are everything you need to teach 
this unit.  However, if you know that your students don’t have the prior knowledge I’ve mentioned 
above, or if you teach through a section of this unit and realize your students want to go deeper or 
need more support, you may need to make some additions for your students.  Every class is different 
and some will need more support than others – and that is totally okay!  An editable version of the 
student packet cannot be provided, due to the reasoning detailed in the product description, but 
you can easily add pages manually prior to copying the packet for your class.

Teacher Notes:
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https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Biology-Basics-Unit-Distance-Learning-Compatible-2619324
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Assessment: 
I did not include point values on any of the handouts in the packet in order to provide you 
the freedom to grade things how you so desire.  On the next few pages I am going to 
provide you an overview of my grading strategy for you to reference.  Feel free to adopt this 
or do entirely your own thing.  It is completely up to you!

After much research and number crunching over the last few years, this is the simplest and 
most accurate grading technique that I have come up with.  I divide my gradebook into two 
simple categories:  MAJOR grades and MINOR grades.  Within each category, different 
assessments are worth different amount of points based on length, depth, and complexity.  
Below I will give you an idea of what goes into each category.   

Major Grades = 60% of the student’s overall grade
• Tests = 100 pts

– Unit 6 only has 1 test, which would count as a 100 pt major grade.
• Quizzes = 25 pts

– Unit 6 has 1 quiz for Honors only, which would count as a 25 pt major grade.
• Projects = 50-100 pts

– I like to do at least 1 project per quarter to give students an opportunity to show their 
understanding of the content in a non-traditional way.  For this unit, you could have 
students do a formal lab report on the Lab: Adaptation (CP) or Lab: Natural Selection 
(Honors).  If you do, I would count for 100 pts.

Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Activities/Labs/Practice = 10-100 pts

– The amount of points I give students is completely dependent on the length and depth of 
the activity.  I also do not grade many of the in-class assignments the students do, because 
there are so many of them!  Instead, we would just go over them as a class.  If I did want to 
assign a grade, I often just circle the class and do a spot check grade for completion 
before drawing names and going over as a class.  For instance, in this unit, I would not
collect and grade: 
• Practice: Principles of Natural Selection
• Video Questions: The Evolutionary Arms Race (I would spot check for 15 pts for 

completion)
• Practice: Patterns of Evolution
• Research and Report: Evidence of Evolution
• Stations Activity: Understanding Evolution (I would spot check for 30 pts that they did 

each station)
• Practice: Evolution Vocabulary
• Practice: Phylogenetic Trees #1
• Practice: Phylogenetic Trees #2
• Practice: Putting it All Together (I would spot check for 10 pts for completion)

– In general, an activity that lasts only half of a 50-minute class period would usually only be 
worth about 25 pts.  An activity that lasts a full class period or two is usually worth about 50 
pts, and an activity that takes more than two class periods to complete would be worth 
100 pts. For instance, in this unit I would collect and grade for accuracy: 
• Activity: Evolutionary Theory Timeline for 50 pts
• Lab: Adaptation (CP) or Lab: Natural Selection (Honors) for 100 pts
• Stations Activity: Build a Phylogenetic Tree for 50 pts
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Minor Grades = 40% of the student’s overall grade
• Daily Quizzes/Bell Ringers = 5 pts per day, usually totaling 25 pts for the week (if there is 

one every day)
– This is something I have fallen in love with doing, but not every teacher does which is why I 

do not include my daily quizzes/bell ringers with this product (if you would like to purchase 
for this unit, you can find them in my store.  They are $5 per unit or cheaper as a bundle.)  

– I call my bell ringers “Prime Times” because I believe that the first 5 minutes of class is the 
most important time of the day.  I love that my students are in a routine and come in ready 
to work as soon as they get to my room because they know they will have a Prime Time.  

– If you would like to know more about how I implement these, again, check them out in my 
store!  The gist is that students have 3-5 questions a day on the board when they come in.  
They use the same sheet of paper each day to write their answers on.  I give them 5 
minutes at the start of class to answer the questions, then they pass them over and I collect 
them and grade each day.  They count for 5 pts a day.  At the end of the week I add up 
the points based on how many we did and give them a score for the week.  

– I grade these for accuracy but I allow students to use their notes.  This way I ensure students 
are writing good notes, keeping up when they are absent, and getting the basics of what 
we covered the day before. I also like it because I go over the answers as soon as I collect 
them so I know if the majority of students are getting what we did the day before so I can 
address issues before we move on to new material.  It is my favorite way to check in with 
each student DAILY to know where they are with the material!!

• Homework = Concept Study Guides = 10 pts each
– Biology can be so much memorization, so the most important use of a student’s time at 

home (in my opinion) is to be studying.  However, most students don’t know how to study!  
This is why I have students create their own study guides to practice this skill.  Here is how I 
do this: 
• I divide each unit into 3-6 concepts (Note: This unit has 4 concepts.)  Students make a study 

guide for each concept and turn them in at different points throughout the unit to be graded 
for 10 pts each.  I return them within a day so they can have them to study for their unit tests.  

• For their study guide they must answer all objectives and define all vocabulary on the first 
page of the packet.  They do not have to write anything for the italicized objectives, as those 
represent skills that would be hard to show mastery of on paper, however they do need to be 
able to do ALL of the objectives on the assessment.

– All summative assessments provided in this product and future products are aligned with 
the objectives and vocabulary outlined on the front page(s) of each packet, making this 
an effective resource to base their study guides off of.

– I do allow them some freedom in this.  Some students like to type these, some hand write 
them.  I also encourage students to make them as visual as possible.  They shouldn’t write 
their study guides in paragraph form.  I encourage them to make Venn diagrams, tables, 
and other charts to make their study guides visually appealing – and something they would 
actually like to study from.  I do not show them examples of how to do this, because I want 
them to find their own method that works best for them!
• For instance, a lot of students make flashcards, flipcharts, or use Quizlet (an online flashcard 

making tool) for the vocabulary portion.  This is great, but I do make them turn these in with 
their study guide so I can check them.  For Quizlet, students just print them out and staple to 
the back of their objectives. 

• To provide guidance for students as they make their first study guide, see the How to Write a 
GREAT Study Guide document in the Implementation folder.

– I find these especially useful because so much of this course builds upon itself, and I want to 
encourage my students to really learn material for the long-term, and not just cram it in the 
night before a test.  Because of this, all of my unit tests are cumulative.  If students make 
good study guides, they will be incredibly useful resources for them to reference throughout 
the year as they review for future tests.  It will also be a valuable skill for them to have if they 
move on to higher education.
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Materials:
• Hole-punched copies of packet for each student to put in their binders (or distributed 

digital paperless packets to students via Google Drive™ or Microsoft OneDrive™)
• Ability to project and use PowerPoints during lecture
• Access to technology for activities where students will need to conduct research and 

scan QR codes
• Printed (and I prefer laminated so that they hold up each year – you won’t regret it!!) 

copies of the following (can be found in the Activities folder): 
– Stations: Evolution

• 1 set = 6 stations
– If you have a larger class, make 3-4 copies of each station so students can 

stay spread out.
– Stations Activity: Phylogenetic Tree

• 1 set = 7 stations
– If you have a larger class, make 2-3 copies of each station so students can 

stay spread out.
• Materials needed for the Lab: Adaptation (CP only)

– 1 deck of cards
– 1 textbook
– 1 zip-up jacket or sweatshirt
– 1 shoe with laces
– 1 smart phone
– Clear packaging or masking tape
– Stopwatches (1 per group)

• Materials needed for the Lab: Natural Selection (Honors only)
– Sunflower seeds (you can get a bag with hundreds from a gas station or grocery store for 

$2!  Get them with kernels on them so they are bigger!)
– Chopsticks (enough for 1/6th of your students)
– Beaker tongs (enough for 1/6th of your students) 
– Test tube holders (enough for 1/6th of your students)
– Scoopulas or spoons (enough for 1/6th of your students)
– Spatulas (enough for 1/6th of your students) 
– Forceps (enough for 1/6th of your students) 
– Plastic cups (1 per student)

• Evolutionary Arms Race Video
– Watch on YouTube here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6IoGc4XiPk
– You can also purchase the box-set of the entire PBS evolution series on Amazon here.  I 

recommend clicking “other sellers on Amazon” and buying a used copy!

• Calculators (Honors only) for HWE and allele frequency calculations
• General art supplies like computer paper and coloring utensils like markers or colored 

pencils for the Activity: Evolutionary Theory Timeline
• Copies of quizzes and tests (I print class sets of tests that students can’t write on so I can 

reuse them year after year to save copies.  Students only get the 3-page answer sheet.)
• (optional) Headphones (I have students bring their own in when needed, but always like 

to have a few extra just in case)
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Implementation:
Over the next few pages I will be providing commentary for how to implement this unit, based on the 
unit plans included in the Implementation folder.  Be sure to have a copy of the unit plan open or 
printed out as you read through this so it makes the most sense.  For this unit, I use a lot of the same 
resources for both my CP (on grade level) and Honors students, and just have lower expectations for 
the assessments for my lower level classes.  For general implementation, I give CP students a lot more 
support and guidance as I teach them, and the honors students are expected to work more 
independently.  If there are any other differences between implementation for both levels, I will 
include those in the notes.  Also, check out the NGSS Alignment document in this folder for tips on how 
to teach through this unit using NGSS phenomena.

Please use the unit plans and these notes as a guideline for your class.  Teaching and plans have to 
be flexible and be able to be adjusted based on students’ needs.  This unit is written to take 19 days 
for CP and 24 for Honors, but you can cut out some of the activities, have them do some of the 
practice at home, skip the video days, or use the YouTube lecture videos (links on page 15) to do a 
flipped classroom style if you need to squeeze it into a shorter period of time.  Editable versions of unit 
plans are provided for that exact reason!

Note: All implementation notes are based off a 50-minute class period.  A 90-minute block unit plan is 
provided in the Implementation folder for reference. 

One final note for teachers at a Christian school: When I taught at a Christian school for 4 years, I really 
liked to preface this unit with a discussion because there were a LOT of apprehensive students going 
into it.  So at the start of this unit, I spend a few minutes talking about God and how I don’t believe 
there is any reason that he isn’t big enough to be over all things on Earth – including evolution.  I 
explain how science is a study of the natural world and God is supernatural, so he works outside the 
bounds of science.  I try to encourage students that learning about the process of evolution doesn’t 
have to negate what they believe to be true about God – and even the creation of the universe.  The 
God that I believe in is bigger than I could ever imagine, and I share Proverbs 3:5-6 and Deuteronomy 
29:29 with my students.  We don’t have to understand all of the things to follow Jesus – that’s actually 
part of it being faith!   I like to discuss the fall and the original sin of man wanting to understand 
everything in the world as God did, and explain how it is in our nature to desire understanding and to 
be able to make perfect sense of everything (such as evolution and God creating the universe in 7 
days) but that God has said we are not to be on his level – we are not to be gods – and part of having 
faith is believing that God is a God worth trusting in and following in even if we don’t understand 
everything!

• Day 1 (OPTIONAL): I love to start off this unit with an introduction day.  Students have so many 
misconceptions about evolution (and Darwin specifically) that I like to try to clear the air on day 
1.  I start off by giving students the “Pre-Survey” in the Implementation folder.  I collect these and 
count how many each student checks as true (all of the statements are misconceptions and are 
false).   I like to calculate the average out of 10 to know where my class is before we dive in.  
While I am tabulating these, I have students read a “Story Behind the Science”.  I LOVE this site.  If 
you haven’t ever used it, it is an excellent site for teaching the nature of science.  For this unit 
specifically, I print the Wallace and Darwin stories, linked below.  I give half of the students 
Wallace to read, and half Darwin.  I think it is important for students to see that Darwin didn’t 
create evolution – and he also wasn’t even the only person to come up with natural selection!  I 
also like that students get a chance to see that Darwin wasn’t an atheist out to disprove religious 
beliefs about God when he came up with the mechanism of natural selection.  Have students 
read one of the stories and answer the embedded questions (I have them just jot down notes for 
answers because I don’t collect these – we just discuss them.) After, I call on students to share 
summaries of what they read and we talk through the embedded questions for both stories.  If 
time, I also share the survey results and give students a general overview of what we will be 
learning for the unit.  
– Darwin Story: https://www.storybehindthescience.org/pdf/darwin.pdf
– Wallace Story: https://www.storybehindthescience.org/pdf/wallace.pdf
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Implementation:
– Side note: I LOVE using popsicle sticks to go over things as a class when calling on students.  

At the beginning of the year, I write each student’s name on a stick and I keep a plastic 
bag (or cup) of sticks for each class.  I try to make sure I use this bag to call on every 
student at least once a class period.  I also use this any time I need to make pairs or lab 
groups so that students know it is completely random!!  I would draw popsicle sticks when 
discussing these stories.

• Day 2: Make sure you have instructed students to bring their devices for today or you have 
reserved the laptop/iPad cart so that they can conduct research. Introduce the Activity: 
Evolutionary Theory Timeline.  I like to do this first as an inquiry based activity.  Assign students’ 
partners and contributors.  I like for them to work in pairs, but for bigger classes you may need to 
do groups of 3.  Students should conduct research today and start working on their visual 
component that will be added to the class timeline we will assemble.

• Day 3: Give students about 10 minutes to finish their contribution for the timeline, and collect all 
visuals to hang up.  Then start lecturing through Concept 1 Notes.  Slide 3 is a great time to pause 
and have each student share about their contributor to the evolutionary theory class timeline.  
Make sure to check out the “notes section” of each PowerPoint slide for additional points and 
tips while lecturing.  Pause before mechanisms of microevolution (pause before modes of 
selection with Honors).  Have students complete the Practice: Principles of Natural Selection.  
They can finish for homework, if needed.

• Day 4: Go over the Practice: Principles of Natural Selection.  After, introduce the Lab: Adaptation 
(in CP) and Lab: Natural Selection (in Honors). Read more in the Lab Details document in the 
Implementation folder.  They should get through all of the data collection by the end of today.

• Day 5: Finish the Lab: Adaptation (in CP) and Lab: Natural Selection (in Honors) and collect to 
grade. If they do not finish in class, I usually have them finish as homework. **Option** Sometimes 
I use this lab as a time for students to write a formal lab report.  If I do that, I collect the lab and 
grade the pages from the packet as a rough draft.  I provide feedback and return them, and 
then give students about a week to write up their final lab reports – which they must do on lined 
notebook paper or type.  I would count the final lab report as a 100 pt major grade. You can find 
rubric I use to grade lab reports in the Implementation folder.

• Day 6: Finish lecturing through Concept 1 Notes.  When lecturing through the mechanisms of 
microevolution, I like to give students visuals to help them understand each mechanism better.  
Gene flow isn’t hard for them to understand the beetle example in the notes, and you can even 
talk about the immigration of people to North America for this.  For sexual selection I highly 
suggest playing the video clip from YouTube that is in the notes section of the PowerPoint. For 
genetic drift, I do a demonstration with cards (described below.) After, give students a few 
minutes to write (or record on something like FlipGrid) a reflection for the Activity: Evolutionary 
Theory Timeline.  The goal is to give them space to correct misunderstandings of original 
hypotheses, OR see how their contributor set Darwin up for what we know today about natural 
selection.  This will really help reveal who is “getting it” or not.  I collect these and the rubrics from 
the packet so I can grade this activity.
– Demo: Have a deck of cards.  Discuss that there are 4 suits in the deck of cards and that 

there are 52 cards total.  13 cards of each suit, so 25% of the deck is each suit.  Tell students 
this deck of cards represents a population of ducks in a pond and each suit is a different 
feather pattern.  Shuffle the cards.  Then say that a random sample of 40 of the ducks get 
to mate.  Take out 12 cards, and then sort the 40 ducks that get to reproduce by suit.  
Record how many are each suit.  You should see about 10 of each suit.  It should be close 
to the original population.  Put the cards back and shuffle again.  This second time, only 
pull out 10 cards to represent only 10 ducks mating this season.  Sort by suit.  You should see 
a major shift – maybe even 50% one suit or one of the suits completely eliminated.  This 
shows how genetic drift is random change that is most effective in small populations! 

– Honors: Give them time to finish the Lab: Natural Selection, if needed, before collecting.  
Then lecture through Concept 1 Notes on Modes of Selection.  After, have them complete 
the Practice: Modes of Selection and go over.  

• Day 7: Collect Concept 1 study guides.  I grade these for accuracy, and then return them ASAP 
so that students have them for studying purposes.  Refer to p.6 of this document for how I do 
those.  If you haven’t used my units before and this is your students’ first one, you may want to…
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Unit Plans (+ editable versions) 
for both CP and Honors

Includes 50-minute and 90-minute pacing



33-page CP Packet with all student 
handouts for the entire unit

©It’s Not Rocket Science 

The cover page of the packet splits the unit into 4 concepts: Principles of 
Natural Selection, Patterns of Evolution, Evidence of Evolution, and 

Phylogeny.  Each concept is broken down into objectives and 
vocabulary that students will use to create study guides from. An 

editable version of this cover page is included for you to customize for 
your class!



45-page Honors Packet with all student 
handouts for the entire unit.  

©It’s Not Rocket Science 

The cover page of the packet splits the unit into 4 concepts: Principles of 
Natural Selection, Patterns of Evolution, Evidence of Evolution, and 

Phylogeny.  Each concept is broken down into objectives and 
vocabulary that students will use to create study guides from. An 

editable version of this cover page is included for you to customize for 
your class!



Along with practice, activity overviews, and lab 
investigation handouts, the packets also include Cornell 

note outlines that go along with each PowerPoint. 

Cornell Notes leave a margin for students to highlight terms and write questions 
as they go back and study their notes.  Cornell Notes also leave room at the end 
of notes for students to summarize what they learned.  The CP summary sections 

have questions to help them summarize. 

Sample Concept 1 Notes: Principles of Natural Selection Cornell Note outline
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Packet includes student handouts for:
Adaptation Lab (CP only)

Natural Selection Lab (Honors only)
Evolutionary Arms Race Video Questions
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Evolutionary 
Arms Race

Video 
Questions

sample

Adaptation
Lab sample

Natural 
Selection

Lab sample



Packet includes student handouts for:
Evolutionary Theory Timeline Activity

6 Understanding Evolution QR Code Stations
Research and Report Evidence of Evolution
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Evidence of 
Evolution 

Research and 
Report Activity 

sample

Evolutionary Theory 
Timeline Activity 

sample

Understanding 
Evolution QR Code 
Stations sample



Also included in this unit:
Build a Phylogenetic Tree Stations Activity

Practice for principles of natural selection, modes of selection, 
patterns of evolution, HWE calculations, and more!
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Building a Phylogenetic 
Tree Stations Activity 

sample

Practice samples – more included in student packet!



Includes access to Paperless Digital 
versions of the student packets that can be 
used in Google DriveTM or Microsoft OneDriveTM

Perfect for teachers in 1:1 classrooms, looking to integrate more 
educational technology, or go PAPERLESS!  Get all of the same content, 
organization, and ease of the paper packets, without all of the copies!
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8 Powerpoints of Notes
Covering 4 different concepts, CP and Honors version for each 

Over 80 slides, all with editable text
Fully animated presentations in slide show mode

©It’s Not Rocket Science 

PLUS check out my YouTube channel for lecture videos 
that go with each set of notes!

Sample slides from Concept 1 Notes: Principles of Natural Selection

Sample slides from Concept 2 Notes: Patterns of Evolution

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrAhJWACV9UFfmGgAQQ6_0A


8 Powerpoints of Notes
Covering 4 different concepts, CP and Honors version for each 

Over 80 slides, all with editable text
Fully animated presentations in slide show mode

©It’s Not Rocket Science 

PLUS check out my YouTube channel for lecture videos 
that go with each set of notes!

Sample slides from Concept 3 Notes: Evidence of Evolution

Sample slides from Concept 4 Notes: Phylogeny

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrAhJWACV9UFfmGgAQQ6_0A


1 Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium Quiz
4 Multiple Choice and Open Response Tests

CP and Honors
Versions A and B for both 

(MC rearranged to prevent cheating)
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CP Unit 6 Test sample

Honors HWE
Quiz sample

Detailed Answer Keys
+ Editable Versions of all assessments are included!
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NGSS Alignment Overview 

This 2-page document is a helpful resource for teachers who are using 
the Next Generation Science Standards* while they teach an 

underclassmen Biology course.  It organizes the various instructional 
methods to show alignment of the unit to high school life science DCIs, 
as well as the incorporation of science and engineering practices and 

crosscutting concepts. 

This document also includes a list of suggested phenomena teachers 
can use to develop storylines for their classes, based on their students’ 
interests.  Tips for transitioning to NGSS can be found on my blog here.  

Tips for using phenomena can be found here. 

*Note: NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve. Neither Achieve nor the lead states and 
partners that developed the Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the 

production of this product, and do not endorse it.

https://itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/transitioning-to-next-generation/
https://itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/2018/05/using-phenomena-to-teach-ngss/
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Distance Learning Tips

In light of current circumstances, I recently added a 2-page document with tips for 
teaching this class virtually.  Although the unit wasn’t specifically written to be 

taught in a distance learning or homeschool setting, many of the resources can still 
be used and/or adapted in some way to fit either of these two types of 

classrooms.  The YouTube lecture videos and paperless digital version of the 
student packets are especially helpful for teachers who are transitioning between 

virtual and in-person teaching, as they help to maintain consistency and 
organization for the students. 

Have questions? 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions prior to purchasing! Due 
to the nature of digital resources, this resource cannot be returned and refunded, 

so please ask before you buy!  You can see the TpT refund policy here.

I respond to Q&A’s as well as email at itsnotrocketsciencestore@gmail.com!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Help/Refund-Policy/What-is-your-refund-policy


WANT TO SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS?
If you enjoy this resource, PLEASE leave feedback for 
me!  I’d love to hear specifically what you enjoyed and 
how you used this in your classroom so that I can 
continue to create resources that are beneficial to you 
and your students.  Your encouragement and feedback 
mean so much to me!

If you have negative feedback, I would love for you to 
email me first (itsnotrocketsciencestore@gmail.com) so 
that I can serve you best on an individual basis to 
guarantee your satisfaction with my products.  I will 
consider any changes you suggest for the product or 
product description.

Earning TpT credit saves you money on future 
purchases! You can apply the credits you earn 
when you check out to a future purchase.

• Log into your Teachers Pay Teachers account. Go
to ”My Purchases.”
• Beside each purchase, you'll see a ”Provide
Feedback” button. Simply click it, and you will be taken
to a page where you can give a quick rating and leave
a short comment for the product. This is both helpful for
you AND me!  Win win!

CREDITS FOR GRAPHICS AND 
FONTS

THANK YOU!

I hope you find this 
resource to be useful 

to you in your 
classroom and that 

your students enjoy it 
as well!

WANT TO SAVE MONEY ON FUTURE 
PURCHASES?

All clipart was either purchased with permission for commercial use 
from the artists above or created myself.  All photographs are 
either my own, are from public domain or purchased for commercial 
use.  This includes images taken by employees of various US 
Government agencies; images published prior to 1923; or images 
that have otherwise been released to public domain.

WANT TO STAY CONNECTED AND IN THE LOOP? 
• Join my Email List by clicking HERE: Join thousands of other teachers and be the first to receive
It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ store updates, exclusive freebies, teaching tips, and more!  This is the best
way to keep up with what is going on at It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ.

• Follow me on Social Media: Click the links to the right!

LEGAL NOTICE
Thank you for protecting the hard work that 
went into this resource. By purchasing this 
resource, you are agreeing that the contents 
are licensed to you for your classroom/personal 
use only as a SINGLE user. In accordance with 
the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, I retain the 
copyright and reserve all rights to this product.  
With the license you purchased:

You may:
• Use this item for your own classroom,

students, or for your own personal use.
• Buy additional licenses for others to use this

product (at a discount) by visiting your TpT
“My Purchases” page.

• Review this product to recommend others
buy it in blog posts, at PD workshops, or
other venues as long as credit is given to my
store with a direct link to my store/product.

You may NOT:
• Upload this product to any unsecured

website or server that other teachers could
access for free.

• Give this product to others without the
purchase of an additional license for them
(this includes emailing, printing copies, or
sharing through a website, cloud or other
network.)

• Copy or modify any part of this document
for others for free or for sale.

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Its-Not-Rocket-Science
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Sellers-Im-Following/Add/Its-Not-Rocket-Science
https://www.instagram.com/its.not.rocket.science/
https://app.convertkit.com/landing_pages/314452?v=6
https://www.pinterest.com/notrocketsci/
https://www.facebook.com/itsnotrocketscienceclassroom/
https://www.itsnotrocketscienceclassroom.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrAhJWACV9UFfmGgAQQ6_0A
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Kimberly-Geswein-Fonts
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Cher-Room
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Julie-Ridge-Designs
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Painted-Crow
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Studio-Devanna


Thank You!
Thank you for purchasing this product by © It’s Not Rocket 

ScienceⓇ!  Be sure to read the Terms of Use on the previous 
page fully prior to using!

Want to see more from © It’s Not Rocket ScienceⓇ?  
Join my email list or Follow Me on TpT!  These are the best ways 
to be updated when new products and blog posts get posted!

This unit is a part of my FULL YEAR Biology Curriculum Bundle:

Other Evolution resources you may like:

https://app.convertkit.com/landing_pages/314452?v=6
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Sellers-Im-Following/Add/Its-Not-Rocket-Science
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Biology-Curriculum-FULL-YEAR-Bundle-Distance-Learning-Compatible-2688784
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Biology-Vocabulary-Review-Game-Evolution-2319151
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Biology-Daily-Bell-RingersExit-Slips-Evolution-2432063



